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A HANDBOOK IN SEWING FOR GIRLS
By
AGNES A. HUNT
Assistant State Club Leader
The purpose of this bulletin is to present to the beginner the methods
of making the simple sewing stitches, together with their use in the more
ordinary seams and sewing processes. It is intended to be of a general
nature and serve as a reference book in explaining the terms used in the
sewing lessons themselves.
SEWING MATERIALS

No one can make a first class garment and use poor equipment.
Money spent for scissors, tape, etc., of good quality is wisely expended,
for, with good care, they will pay by giving longer service. The necessary equipment is:
1. Paper of needles, No. 5-10.
2. Thread—colored for basting: white cotton, 60, 80, for stitching.
3. Thimble—silver, steel, celluloid or aluminum.
4. Emery bag to clean needles.
5. Pair of good scissors.
6. Tape line—cloth with tinned ends.
7. Box or paper of dressmaker's steel pins.
8. Small pin cushion.
9. Sewing apron.
TABLE OF THREAD AND NEEDLES

Needle
Thread
10
use
100
9
use
*.
70-90
8
use
50-60
7
use
40-50
The short needles called "betweens" are very useful in hand sewing
since it is much easier to take short stitches than with a long needle.
Thread. Thread is made of cotton, linen and silk. The size depends upon the number of fibers twisted together. Nos. 50 and 60 are
used for buttonhole?, 70 and 80 for muslin, 90 and 100 for fine lawns
and dainty handwork. Never use a thread longer than the distance between your shoulders for a long- thread becomes soiled and knotted very
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easily. If a thread splits in threading, cut the ends slanting and it will
go in easily unless the needle is much too small.
Scissors. Scissors should be of good steel as poor steel will not
hold an edge or cut evenly. Do not use sewing shears for paper as it
dulls them. It is convenient to have an adjustable pair for buttonholes
whenever possible. Do not cut the thread with the teeth as this wears
the enamel.
Tape. A paper tape line curls and will not measure evenly. Use
cloth tape line, tinned at the ends to prevent fraying. It is convenient
to have the numbering on the two sides begin at opposite ends.
Pins. Use steel pins as the brass pins do not have a good point and
will tear your patterns. Steel pins are often sold in boxes as dressmaker's pins. In buying, take a magnet with you. Only steel pins will
be attracted.
Pin Cushion. This may be filled with any material that allows the
pins to enter easily—^tecl filings, sawdust, or coffee grounds dried and
finely ground. If sewing for a large family it is convenient to have
strings attached so that it may be worn about the waist when fitting.
G^NERAIy DIRECTIONS FOR SEWING

1. Be sure your hands are clean.
2. Have the light coming over your left shoulder, so the motion of
your right hand will not create a shadow while working.
3. Sit erect, feet on the floor, and hold the work up to you instead
of tiring your back by leaning over it.
4. To thread the needle. Cut thread slanting or roll between thumb
and first finger of right hand, run thread through eye of needle.
5. To fasten the thread:
(a) Take two or three tiny stitches on top of each other, leaving a half inch of thread extending. This may then be
cut off. Thread may be fastened at the end of the sewing
in the same way. Always use this method unless otherwise directed.
(b) Knots. Knots may only be used where the thread is to
be removed; as, in basting, or where they may be hidden.
To make a knot, wind the thread around the second finger
of the right hand with a very small end extending beyond
the point of crossing. Roll the thread between the thumb
and finger and pull it down tight,
6. Use thimble.
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To join a bias fold, place pieces at an angle and stitch. The edge of
the fold will then be straight when opened.

Stitches
The stitches in sewing should first be practiced on some coarse material, as burlap, using a long, flat-eyed needle and colored yarn.
1. Basting is done by taking stitches of a fourth inch or longer to
hold the cloth in position for sewing, or for a guide for future work.
The stitches are then removed.
(a) Even basting is used for holding two pieces of light
weight material together and small stitches should be
used if the garment is to be fitted.
(b) Uneven basting is done by taking stitches half an inch
long on the upper side and as short as possible on the
under side. It is used for heavy material that must be
spread on a table and can not be held in the hand, to hold
hems in place and as a guide for future stitching,
2. Running Stitch. The running stitch is done by pas-sing the
needle jn and out of material, making stitches of even length. This is
similar to even basting, although the stitches are smaller—never longer
—than }i inch. Several stitches may be on the needle at the same time.
It is taken by holding the work in the left hand between thumb and forefinger, the needle between thumb and first finger of the right hand, and
is used to make seams that will have little strain, in tucking and in
•gathering.
3. Stitching or Back Stitch. The stitching* stitch or hac"k stitch
looks like machine stitching on the right side but has a double row of
stitches on the wrong side. It is done by taking a short stitch backward
•on the right side and one twice as long* forward on the wrong side.
The stitches on the right side meet. It is used where there is great
strain.
4. Htalf Back Stitch. The half back stitch, is done the same as the
back or stitching stitch, except that the needle is put only half way
back and the short space left between stitches on the right side resembles
the running stitch. It is made by taking one stitch, bringing the needle
out two stitches ahead. Then insert half way back to the first stitch and
continue. It may be made mqre quickly than a back stitch and will
stand considerable strain.
5. Combination Stitch. The combination stitch consists of two or
more running stitches and a back stitch taken alternately. To make, take
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'Teedle inserted.

*Fisr.. 1 2 , }••

. 6. Even basting stitches. Needle in position.
Fig. 7. Uneven
basting stitches. Needle inserted. Fig. 8. Running stitch.
Fig. 9. Stitching or back stitch. Right side. Fig. 10.
Stitching or back stitch. Wrong side. Fig 11.
Half back stitch. Right side. Fig. 12.
Half back stitch Wrong- side.
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three running stitches, pull the thread through and put the needle in
again in the place where it entered for the third running stitch, bringing
it out where this last stitch came out. This is the first of three or more
running stitches. Repeat to end of seam. This stitch is stronger than
the plain running stitch but less strong than either back stitch.
6. Overhanding. Overhanding is done by sewing over two edges
of cloth, either folds or selvages, with small, close stitches. The needle
points directly toward the one sewing. Crease folds if raw edges are
used. Baste seam having right sides together and edges exactly even.
Hold the material horizontally along the edge of the cushion of the left
forefinger. Hold in place with the thumb and second finger. Draw

Fig. 13. Combination
stitch. Rig-ht side. Fig-. 14. Combination stitch. Wrong- side.
Fig1. 15. Overcasting- stitch in
use on raw edge of seam.
Fig-. 16. Overhanding1 stitch on edg-e of fold.

needle through the edge of the upper thickness of cloth, leaving a short
end of thread. Then put the needle through the edge of both thickness
of cloth and sew over the end of thread, pointing needle directly toward
you. Take care not to take stitches too deep, do not crowd or draw up
tight. To fasten thread, turn work and overhand over last two stitches
taken.
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7. Hemming. A hem is a fold made by twice turning over a piece
•of cloth and then sewing it down. To make a hem, trim edge carefully,
crease edge of material to the wrong side, }i inch for a very narrow
hem or % inch for a wider one. Then crease again the width desired,
using a marker cut from cardboard to measure the width. Always turn
the hem toward you. Baste in position and hem. Always baste the
first turning in woolen materials that do not crease. A wide first turning is used:
1. In a child's dress so that it may be let down.
2. In materials that ravel.
3. In materials which show through.
Hemming is done by making small slanting stitches from the cloth
through a folded edge to sew it down. To make, hold cloth across
*
c u s h i o n of
left forefinger
in a vertical
position. Take
two or three
small stitches
on first turned
edge to fasten
thread. Place
needle at edge
of hem in
garment and.
make a slanting s t i t c h ,
passing
tl
ig,
If
•
Etna
ing
»t
m
a
a,
a
om
Tt?ti
c
;
-.. ;
position'of"
needle under
two or three
t h r e a d s of
garment and
Fig. 17. Napery or damask hem complete. Right side. Fig. through
as
18. Damask hem. Needle in position. Fig. 19. Hemming
many threads
stitch. Note vertical position of hem.
of fold. Proceed to end of hem, taking care to'keep stitches small and
always point needle to the left shoulder. Always sew from garment to
hem.
8. Napery or Damask Hem. Make one turn as narrow as possible
to the wrong side. Make the second turning the width of hem desired.
Turn hem back to right side and crease. Baste in position and overhand.
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It may be finished more quickly than the ordinary hem and is used on
loose materials or linens where the stitches w ill sink into the weave."
9. Overcasting. Overcasting is clone by taking loose stitches over a
raw edge of cloth to keep it from raveling. A knot may be used 10
fasten thread if it can be concealed, otherwise two tiny stitches. Hold
the raw edge horizontally along the cushion of the left forefinger. For
ordinary material, insert the needle % inch from the edge, pointing the
needle to left shoulder. Take stitches T4 inch apart. For goods that
ravels easily a deeper stitch may be necessary.
10. Buttonholing. There are four steps in making a buttonhole:
1. Cutting.
2. Stranding and overcasting.
3. Buttonhole stitch.
4. Finishing.
(1) A buttonhole should be cut a little larger than the button to be
used, to give ease in buttoning. Use buttonhole scissors if possible, testing them on a piece of cloth, to be sure the hole is the desired size, before cutting on the garment. Plan number of buttons to be used on a
given space and divide it equally between them. Cut buttonholes lengthwise on a box plait and always straight with the thread of the material.
(2) Stranding is used to strengthen a buttonhole and as a guide
in taking the stitches.
Hold buttonhole over cushion of left forefinger so that edge of material is at the left. Enter needle at lower right hand, between the two
thicknesses of material, bringing it up not more than 1 /16 inch from
the edge. Carry needle to left corner of buttonhole and enter at same
distance from edge ol cut, bringing it up an equal distance from edge on
the upper side. Draw up thread but do not pull, Sew over this stitch
to bring a long thread on the surface. Turn work and \ cpeat on other
side. When stranding is completed, the buttonhole is in a "box" of
straight threads or "strands1' and needle is in original position. Overcast sides of buttonhole, usinc> three to five stitches, according to size of
hole. Do not let stitches go deeper than the stranding thread. Cross to
other side and overcast, bringing needle to original position as before.
(3) Buttonhole stitches. Hold work as in stranding. Enter needle
at lower right hand corner of hole, pointing needle directly toward you.
Wrap double thread at eye of needle around the point from right to
left. Pull needle through and straight away from you so that the
knots or purls will lie evenly along the edge. Take another buttonhole
stitch the width of a thread to the left and repeat to the corner. Group
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three slanting stitches at corner in a fan shape, the middle one being
slightly longer than the others and directly in line with the cut. This
finish gives added strength. Make second row of buttonhole stitches.
(4) Finishing. To make bar end: Take two more stitches over
stranding thread at end of buttonhole. Turn work and take buttonhole stitches over these, taking up a few threads of the cloth each time.
The purl edges will be toward the inside of the buttonhole. Fasten
thread on the wrong side by running under stitches or by two small
buttonhole stitches.
Bar both ends of buttonhole if in a box plait.
Always try to have thread long enough to work entire buttonhole.
If necessary to change, drop needle through the hole and fasten on
wrong side. Enter new thread in position, catching in last purl so there '
will be no break in the edge.

Fig. 20. Showing- stranding- and overcasting of buttonhole. Fig. 21. Fan and bar
end of buttonhole. Fig. 22. Sewing on button, detail of buttonhole
stitch. Use of buttonhole stitch in sewing on snaps.
SEWING ON BUTTONS

Always sew across the warp threads as they are stronger. In fourholed buttons, the threads may be crossed on the top, or in parallel
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rows. Use rather coarse, single thread and do not draw up tight as
the buttonhole would pucker when in place. It is easier to keep the
threads loose if a pin is placed across the top of the button and then sew
over it. When finished draw out pin, bring needle out between button
and cloth and wrap thread around several times to form a "neck."
Fasten thread underneath with a buttonhole stitch.
SOWING ON bNAPS

Sew upper part of snap at regular intervals on upper part of placket,
using three or four buttonhole stitches at each opening. Fold placket m
place and with needle, take up a few threads where center of snap falls
on opposite side of placket. Dot with pencil and place center of other
half of snap on this point. Sew m place. Continue Never use snaps
on belts where there will be much strain for they will not hold
SEWING OV HOOKS AND ISYCS

Use buttonhole stitch and follow same direction for placing as with
the snaps Buttonholing does not work as rapidly as the plain overhanding stitch but will never give out and so pay^ in the end

Decorative Stitches
The following stitches are not essential in plain sewing. A fewhand touches, however, add greatly to the appearance and value of an
otherwise simple garment and are advisable wherever possible. They
will be of assistance also in making the articles suggested for Christmas
use Such stitches add beauty, only when taken evenly,
1. Outline or Stem Stitch. The outline stitch is worked from left to
right. Bring needle out at left end of line, keeping thread down and to
the right of the needle. Put needle in the material a long stitch ahead
on the traced line, bringing it out a short stitch back through the material and just to the left of the traced line. Put needle in the material
again a long stitch ahead and bring it out a short stitch ahead.
Continue. This stitch is like the back stitch with the right sides reversed. Care must be taken not to draw threads too tightly.
2. Chain Stitch. The chain stitch is worked toward the worker.
Fasten thread and bring needle to surface. Hold thread to the left of
the needle. Take stitch bringing needle up over loop of thread which
is thus held in place. Hold thread in place with left hand, insert needle
in same hole it just came through and bring out a stitch ahead, forming
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loop over thread as before. Continue. This is made very quickly and is
useful where a broad line is desired.
3. Blanket Stitch. This is used to finish the edge of blankets or
flannel material or in embroidery, for the edge of scalloping. It is just
the opposite
of the buttonh o 1 e stitch,
being d o n e
from the left
to the right.
W h e n done
on a straight
e d g e , it is
often varied
b y alternating length of
stitches,
either regularly or in
groups. T o
make the
stitch, insert
needle in left
edge of mat e r i a l the
depth of stitch
r. 23. Outline Stitch, needle in position.
Fig. 24. Chain desired a n d
Stitch, showing- position of thread. Fig. 25. Herringbone
or Catch Stitch. Fig. 26. Couching. Fig. 27. Crossbring out over
Stitching, needle inserted. Fig. 28. Blanket
Stitch in use on scallops
loop of thread
which is always brought to the right. Repeat, keeping stitches even.
4. Lazy Daisy Stitch. The Lazy Daisy stitch is used in working
petals of flowers, like a daisy, each stitch making one petal. The center
is often filled with French knots. To make, bring needle up at inner
edge of petal near center of flower. Hold loop in place with left thumb
and insert needle in place where it first came out. Bring up needle at
outer point of petal, forming loop as in chain stitch. Continue.
5. French Knots. French knots are used to decorate in lines or
in group designs. To make, start with knot. Bring thread to surface
at the point where knot is desired, then wrap end of thread near the
material around the needle several times, depending on size of knot de-
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sired, holding in place with left hand. Insert needle in cloth close to
place where it came out, pushing knots down close to the material. This
twist of threads forms the knot.
6. Feather or Briar Stitch. These stitches are variations of the
blanket stitch, any desired result being acquired by altering the slant and
n u m b e r of
stitches made on
either side. The
stitch is made
t o w a r d you.
Bring needle out
on line. Hold
thread under left
thumb and take
stitch y% inch or
less to the right,
slanting needle
to the line of design and takingstitch about Ys
inch in length.
This
forms
a blanket stitch.
Then bring
thread to t h e
left of line of
design, . taking
stitch as before7. HerringFig-. 29. Blanket Stitch used to finish a straight edge
Fig. 30. French Knots. Fig. 31. Lazy Daisy Stitch.
bone or Catch
Fig. 32. Variations of the Feather Stitch.
Fig-. 33. Hemstitching, single and double.
Stitch.
This is
usually used to hold in place an unfinished edge of a seam in flannel, but
may also be used for decoration. It is made on two imaginary lines.
Insert the needle at the left hand corner of the lower line and then pass
to the upper line. Take a short stitch on this line far enough to the
right of the stitch taken on the lower line to give the proper slant to the
long thread. Point the needle to the left. Drop to the lower line, taking a short stitch, pointing the needle to the left as before. Continue
keeping the slant and length of stitches even.
8. Couching. Couching is used to outline a line or design. Two
threads are necessary—one of heavy and the other of fine thread, dif-
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ferent colors frequently being used. To work: Bring heavy cord to
right side of material and hold along line with the left hand. Insert
needle of finer thread, bringing out at lower edge of cord the distance
desired from end of line—j4 inch, y2 inch, etc. Insert again at upper
edge of cord directly above place it came out last, bringing out again
at desired distance to the left. Continue.
9. Hemstitching. Hemstitching is an attractive way of finishing
a hem. Threads of the material must be drawn at top of hem, the number depending on its width, weight of material, etc. To work: Hold
wrong side of hem toward you and pass from right to left around a
group of threads in the drawn space and pull the thread through.
Again pass around the same group of threads and fasten through folded
edge of hem. Pull up thread to make the group of threads distinct but
do not pucker. Continue. If desired, the work may be turned and the
other edge finished in the same way. This makes a very attractive finish
for hems of guest towels, handkerchiefs, linen collars, etc.
10. Cross Stitch. Cross stitch is simply one stitch crossed over
another, the two being diagonals of a square. If the lines of the material
used are too fine to follow, cross stitch or penelope canvas may be used,
allowing some to extend beyond the pattern so the threads may be
easily drawn out when the work is completed. Cross stitch work is
judged by the wrong side so it is important that all stitches must be
crossed in the same direction. Patterns may be purchased, but it is
best to work out your own designs. To make the cross stitch: Begin
at right side. Fasten thread by allowing end to be caught by stitches
on under side. Bring needle up at lower left hand corner of first square,
put it down at upper right hand corner; up at upper left hand corner;
down at lower right hand corner of the square, thus completing the
first cross stitch. Continue, working to the left.
11. Satin Stitch. Satin stitch is very ornamental in decorating fine
underwear, waists, household linens, etc. The design is stamped on
material which is then stretched between hoops for ease in working.
The result is much more satisfactory if the design has been previously
padded with chain stitch, using the same thread as in embroidery. To
make satin stitch work from left to right, fastening thread by a few
running stitches. Hold hoops so the stitch may be put in vertically.
Place stitches close together, taking care to keep edges of work very
even. Draw stitches up well so they will not spread when laundered.
If a space is very wide, as in a leaf, the design is sometimes divided at
the center, working but half at one time.
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12. Eyelets. Eyelets are used in embroidery and for openings
for middy laces, etc. Afinerunning stitch should first be placed about
the edge. If small the opening may be twisted open by using a stiletto,
otherwise cut material away carefully, using scissors. Finish edge by
small, close, overhanding stitches. If there will be much strain, as on
children's clothes, buttonhole stitch may be used. The purl may turn
in or out as desired.
13. Smocking. Smocking is a means of arranging and holding
fullness in place attractively. It must first be gathered evenly. To do
this the back of
the material is
often marked on
the wrong side
—the dots on a
line being y% to
Y% inch apart,
and the space
b e t w e e n the
lines from y% to
% i n c h . The
gathering
is done by taking up a few
threads at each
dot, the fullness
being adjusted
and the thread
f a s t e n e d by
twisting about a
pin. The folds
are then evened
up on the right Fig. 34. Smocking. 1st row—Outline stitch 2nd row—
Cable stitch. 3rd row—Wave stitch.
side ready for
4th row—Diamond stitch.
decorative stitches, which are all modifications of the outline stitch.
Colored threads may be used. Any arrangement of stitches may be
chosen from among the following.
1st row. Plain outline stitch, catching up a few threads of each fold
in one stitch.
2nd row. Cable stitch. First stitch outline stitch. Second stitch
same as outline, throwing thread above line. Third stitch outline.

.'XX
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Fourth stitch thread above line, etc. Double cable, same as above, only
alternating the stitches thus: first stitch thread above line, second stitch
thread below line, etc.
3rd row. Wave stitch. Start half way between third and fourth
rows of gathers. Take first stitch on first fold, taking four outline
stitches m an ascending slant to the left, reverse the thread and take
the same number of stitches on a corresponding downward slant to the
left, letting the thread fall above the needle. Continue. Make two or
three rows in this manner. If wished, a second series might be made
below, forming a diamond with this group.
4th row. Diamond stitch. Take one outline stitch with thread below the needle, another beside it in the next fold with the thread above
the needle. Then drop down halfway to next gathering thread and a
good slant to the left, take one stitch with thread above the needle, another beside it with thread below the needle, etc. Continue. A second
row may be applied to complete the diamond. Several rows could be
used, making a triangular unit if desired. *
14. Darning Stitch. The darning or running stitch is frequently
used to outline initials or a design. Stamp design on the cloth and put
in darning stitches as a background so the design will stand out. Colored
thread is used, the rows of stitches being placed under one another so
that the stitches and spaces alternate. These darning stitches may be
made in a block or rectangle about an initial or small design, or may
extend across the full width of the towel, bib or whatever article is
being decorated.

Seams
1. Plain Seam. Baste two pieces of material together with right
sides together. Stitch. Finish edges by overcasting separately or together, according to the needs of the garment. If in woolen material,
as a baby's petticoat, press open and catch stitch edges in place; if in
worsted material, the edges are bound with tape or ribbon.
2. French Seam. Make plain seam on right side of garment.
Trim to yi inqh from edge. Turn, creasing exactly on first line of
stitching. Baste and stitch J4 inch from edge or just enough to entirely
cover raw edges of first seam. This finished seam is then on the wrong
side. Press. A French seam is possibly the easiest closed seam to
make and is used on underwear and all thin materials.
3. Flat Fell. Baste and stitch as for plain seam only have raw
edges on the right side of garment. Trim one side to }i inch, crease
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edge of wide si^ie and baste flat onto the garment, taking care to keep
both sides smooth. This seam may be hemmed, stitched, or if in flannel

/if?, 35,

Plain seam. Wrong- aide ^showing jsew^-/'• / \

?\

•ir. 36.

.Flf?.37.

v-lat feTl
finished

Fig. 35. Plain seam. Wrong- side, showing seam open and as stitched.
Fig. 36. French seam. Wrong side. Fig. 37. Flat fell. Showing
right side of finished seam and method of turning.

material the cut edge may be catch stitched. This makes a flat seam and
is a good one to use when the seam comes next to the body and when
two lines of stitching are not objectionable.

Processes
Opening in Garments.

'• *

• -

• -*•*

1. Box plaits are used on the front of tailored waists, corset covers
and nightgowns- To make, fold % inch turn to the right side and
then again the width of plait desired. Stitch or fasten with a decorative
stitch. If the material is not the same on both sides, turn width of plait
desired to wrong side. Baste, crease same width again. Baste. Stitch
in from edge of this fold as desired, press open and stitch same distance
from opposite edge of plait.
2. Hems are used for the underside of opening. Use same amount
of material as in corresponding box plait, only have three thicknesses
of material to give greater strength for buttons.
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Facings.
Facings are of three kinds: bias, shaped and straight.
(a) Bias facings are used to face slightly curved surfaces, as top
and sleeves of corset covers, etc. Bias tape in different widths already
prepared may be
purchased at any
store. When bias
folds are used
for trimming it
is often necessary to mitre the
corners. Be sure
to fold the corner so that the
line of the fold
will be parallel
to the thread of
the material.
(b) Shaped
facings are used
to fit the surface
to which they
are applied.
(c) Straight
facings are used
Fig. 38. Box platt and hem.

,

,
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to make a false
hem, as in lengthening a child's dress and on plackets.
Plackets.
.
,
1f
The two common plackets are: the continuous placket and the skirt
placket.
1. The Continuous Placket. Prepare a straight piece 2 inches wide.
Place right side of strip to wrong side of garment, holding garment
toward you. Baste % m ch from edge of applied piece, holding garment
so that % inoh of it is caught in seam at first, the amount gradually decreasing to three or four threads at the bottom of vent. Repeat on other
side. Stitch, being very careful at the point of turning. Remove bastes,
crease strip to the right side, turn in % inch seam and baste in place,
taking care that it just covers the first line of stitching. Stitch as near
the edge as possible. Turn back one side of strip and stitch across bottom to hold in place.
; , ,. . v
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2. Skirt Placket. Bind one side and face the other. Cut binding
twice as wide as facing plus seams. Put right side of binding against
wrong side of
skirt. Baste to
end of opening
and stitch. Turn
in edge at side
and b o t t o m ,
baste to cover
f i r s t stitching
and stitch in
p l a c e . Place
right side of facing to right side
of skirt. Stitch
and c r e a s e .
Turn in a seam
and baste in position. If in underskirt, stitch
on machine. If
outside s k i r t ,
hem down by
hand. Overhand

Fi

£- 39- Continuous placket. Wrong side.

ends of binding and facing, which should lie directly upon each other
when placket is closed.
Application of Ruffles. Ruffles are applied to a straight piece by
dividing, first the straight piece into fourths, the ruffle into fourths and
pinning. Gather, using fine stitches. Push gathers together well and
scratch with the needle. This makes them lie more smoothly. Draw
up thread to size of straight piece and hold in place by wrapping around
a pin with figure eight stitch. Adjust gathers. Baste in place and finish
with bias tape, taking care to keep lower side smooth. Or first make
tuck seam by making a % inch tuck around bottom of garment with a
]A, inch seam allowance below it. Baste wrong side of ruffle to wrong
side of garment. Stitch. This should bring stitching just under edge
of tuck. Turn down tuck and stitch on edge.

Repairing
Repairing is quite as important as the manufacture of new garments.
In fact, skill of this nature is an art in itself and very necessary to prac-
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tice if one would alwrays be well dressed. Never wear a garment that
needs repairing. If there is not time to attend to it at once, lay the
garment aside
until
such
time comes,
for a f e w
minutes' work
may o f t e n
grow into a
large task if
neglected.
Repairing is
of two kinds:
darning a n d
patching.
Darning is
putting back
threads that
have
been
worn a w a y .
Always u s e
thread t h a t
matches t h e
material
in
Fig". 40. Skirt placket.

Right and wrong" side.

CO1O r
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texture. If a woolen dress, some of the cloth may be unraveled to
get the thread. Use a fine running stitch.
Garment Darn. If repairing a tear, start about % inch beyond the
end and sew back and forth, turning the thread about that distance beyond the tear each time. This makes it strong so it will hold. The loop
at the turning allows for stretching in washing. Keep edges even so it
will be attractive and use only enough threads to hold the worn ends in
place or the darn will show badly.
A piece of cloth may be applied to a hole in the same way, using fine
running stitches to hold it in place and overcasting the edges. This is
called a darned patch..
Stocking Darn. In stockings the hole is usually mended on the
wrong side as the darn is less conspicuous. Since there will be a great
deal of wear on this sort of a darn, the threads are applied in a diamond
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shape to prevent strain from coming on any one row of loops. Start
about ]/A inch from the right corner and put in the up-and-down threads
first. When the hole is reached, try to catch in the loops at the edge if
possible, letting the
row of threads lie
c l o s e together.
Then fill in the
woof t h r e a d s ,
weaving under one
and over one, letting them extend a
little beyond the
hole on either side
to give strength.
P a t c h i n g.
Patches are of three
k i n d s : hemmed,
o v e r h a n d and
darned, and a r e
used where the hole
is too large to repair by darning.
Material for patching should be faded to match the
garment. If impos-

Fig. 4i. stocking dam.

sible to get old, fade the new patch in the sun.
Hemmed Patch. A hemmed patch is used where there will be a
great strain on the garment and where it is not objectionable to let the
stitches show. Find the center of the hole in the worn part. Crease
diagonals that will extend to the firm material, in the shape of a square
or rectangle. Cut a piece of material large enough to cover the worn
part, allowing for a % inch turning on all sides. Crease. Find diagonals of patch and place center of patch on center of hole with diagonals
matching. Baste in place on wrong side of garment, taking care to
match stripes or checks if there are any. Then" trim worn part away,
keeping a true square by measuring an equal distance on each diagonal!
Cut a tiny slit of % inch in each corner. Turn edge back this distance
and baste in place. Hem edges, keeping stitches as small as possible.

A Handbook in Sewing for Girls
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Overhand Patch. The overhand patch is used on dresses where it
is desirable to have the repaired place as inconspicuous as possible. Trim
hole, m a k i n g
s h o r t , slanting
cuts in the corners and crease
s e a m to the
wrong side. Cut
patch to fit the
h o l e , allowing
for turning of
seam, matching
design or stripes
if n e c e s s a r y .
Mitre corners of
the seam turnings on the patch
and baste with
right sides together. O v e r hand, t a k i n g
care to let stiches
show as little as
Fig. 42. Hemmed patch. Right side.
possible and do
not pucker. Remove the bastes and overcast edges of patch. Press.

The Sewing Machine
The sewing machine was invented by Elias Howe of Cambridge,
Massachusetts, less than a hundred years ago. It was a very crude,
hand-run affair, but now many good makes are on the market. Machines
are of two kinds: single thread or chain stitch and double thread or lock
stitch. The latter is so called because it has two threads. One is on
top on the spool and the other lies in a shuttle or bobbin under the table.
The two tie or lock as the machine works. In the chain stitch machine,
but one thread is used and the stitching rips out very easily. This is
useful in putting hems in children's clothes, but the ends must be tied
very carefully or they will unravel before it is desired. Since both sides
of stitching are not alike, it must be done on the right side.
Any girl using a machine should be able to thread, adjust and oil her
machine and sew a straight seam. Find the book that came in the
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drawer and see if you can follow directions for threading, Locate the
wheel, the spool holder, the needle bar, the presser foot, the needle or
throat plate, the
feed, the bobbin
case, etc.; pract i c e threading
top, winding and
threading bobbin.
N o w locate
the tension and
the screw that
c h a n g e the
length of stitch.
It is usually better not to change
t h e tension a
great deal, especially that of the
bobbin, as it
might be difficult to get it in
order a g a i n .
F[g
' 4 3 ' O v e r h a n d P a t c h - wrong side.
Some machines
have a dial to indicate tension which is very convenient. It should be
so regulated that the stitch ties between the two folds of the cloth so
that one thread does not lie straight against the material.
A machine used regularly should be oiled a little every day. The
directions will tell you where to put the oil. In general, apply anywhere there is friction. If a machine has been unused a long time, it
gets gummy with oil and will not run easily. This frequently happens
in warm weather. Oil well with kerosene, run a while to distribute it
well and then wipe off and oil.
In using a machine first open and dust the woodwork well. Then
take another small cloth and wipe the head thoroughly. Be sure drops
of oil have not collected on the bar that carries the needle or on the
plate about it. Machine oil may be removed from cloth by rubbing with
a little lard before washing, but this makes it necessary to wash the
garment which is then not so nice for exhibiting as the stitches will not
show up as clearly.

